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Will we get better software if we adopt SCRUM? Why does SCRUM work? What do we have to do to make it work? 

Agile SCRUM is a software development methodology that is having a great deal of success producing 

working software rapidly- more rapidly than any of the other current methodologies.  SCRUM is a 

continuous improvement methodology that causes those involved to iteratively measure and change. The 

inventors of SCRUM borrowed heavily from the Japanese methodologies that have so successfully 

revolutionized manufacturing: Just-In-Time, Lean Manufacturing, and Measurement.  Strong discipline is 

required to receive the rewards of SCRUM. 

This white paper is intended as an overview of SCRUM for people who are not directly involved in building 

software. SCRUM is a significant change in the process of building software that affects people across the 

entire organization. Understanding SCRUM will help you understand your role in making product delivery 

successful. This is important because building good software quickly and on time has revenue, market share, 

and profitability implications.  

Let's not pretend the current methodology works well 

Before we describe SCRUM, it’s useful to remember that Waterfall, the most common software 

methodology, rarely works as intended1.  For most organizations software costs more, is delivered later, and 

does not fulfill expectations2.  As a consequence, most people involved, including the engineers, are unhappy 

with this traditional process of building software.  

Waterfall fails because it has the incorrect implicit assumption that a product can be defined, scheduled, and 

budgeted in its entirety before the building process begins. The dynamic nature of building software products 

results in projects rarely being completely defined, built, tested, and delivered without being incrementally 

changed3.   

Many process changes to Waterfall have been tried, but they generally do not solve this critical issue that 

agility is needed in the process which was designed to resist agility. Building software is usually a discovery 

process that uncovers what is needed as the project progresses.  It is common practice to continuously 

                                                      

1 http://www.bcs.org/content/ConWebDoc/19584.  Also: Software Failure: Management Failure: Amazing 

Stories and Cautionary Tales by Stephen Flowers 
2 http://www.mountaingoatsoftware.com/blog/agile-succeeds-three-times-more-often-than-waterfall 
3 http://www.westerlyconsulting.com/Blog_files/Vasa%20disaster%20.pdf 
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change the definition of what needs to be built while denying that any impact on budget and schedule needs 

to be addressed.  

Building software must become a cooperative engaging process where everyone involved participates in 

delivering a solution for the customer.  It is currently somewhat adversarial between the developers and the 

rest of the company, often due to software’s lateness.  In fact, there is a mutual dependency because a lack of 

quick response by other organizations can create significant delays in the ability to create software. For 

example, a Legal Department delay on signing off a new Open Source License will slow down the product. 

There are many such dependencies, many of which cannot be foreseen and therefore must be dealt with on 

an exception basis. 

The complexity of building software is often misjudged. Engineers will often build a great deal of software 

before it is tested and integrated. This leads to a seemingly endless cycle of bug fixing and “death marches” in 

which the engineers work overtime just to stabilize what has been developed in the past few months.  Many 

different methodologies have come and gone in the effort to make this work but have mostly left people 

dissatisfied. Agile SCRUM has continued to grow as the solution of choice because it succeeds. 

The SCRUM process 

The most fundamental assumption in SCRUM is that the best way to build software is iteratively, in short 

Sprints1. These Sprints are the corner stone of SCRUM’s ability to be Agile2. The Product capabilities are 

defined in small incremental steps whose priority can change with every Sprint. The core process is: 

1. The Product Owner provides User Stories that define what the Sprint is to accomplish.  The 

priorities can change from one Sprint to another. 

2. The Sprint Team manages itself to accomplish the work. 

3. The goals for each Sprint do not change once the Sprint has started.   

4. The output of the Sprint is constrained to those items that have been fully developed and tested. 

5. The delivered software is demonstrated and released to the end user or their surrogate. 

6. The incomplete work is put on the Product Backlog, which may get re-prioritized at the next Sprint.  

Sprints are fixed in length (usually two, three, or four weeks long) and produce working software at the end 

of that Sprint. A Sprint Team consists of 4-10 people who are charged with delivering the working software. 

The Product Owner is the customer’s representative and sets the priorities for each Sprint. The SCRUM 

Master helps removes barriers to progress. At the beginning of the Sprint, the Sprint Team reviews the User 

Stories and accepts the ones they think can be built during the upcoming Sprint. Those User Stories not 

making it to the list remain with the Product Owner who can adjust them and re-introduce them in a 

following Sprint.  

Once a Sprint begins it is not interrupted, meaning that no priorities can change during the Sprint! The 

Product Owner is available as a resource to the team to provide clarity about the User Stories, not changes. 

The Product Owner simultaneously defines the User Stories for the following Sprint, which must be 

completed before the end of the current Sprint.   It is essential for the Sprint Team to keep moving from 

                                                      

1 See http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd997578.aspx by the inventor of SCRUM 
2 http://agilemanifesto.org/ 
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Sprint to Sprint without any gaps in time. This implies that Sprint priority decisions are being made in time 

for the start of the upcoming Sprint. 

 
Flow of Sprint (source: http://idimension.wordpress.com/tag/the-scrum-master/) 

User Stories define the work that needs to be done from the point of view of the user of the software.  They 

are descriptions that define what the user needs to do, why the user needs to do it, and who the user needs to 

do this action to or for.  The User Stories are written at a level that non-technical people can understand. 

The entire Sprint Team owns the delivery. The Sprint Team itself is managed differently than in other 

processes because it is self-organizing. Organizationally, the Sprint Team is a flat structure with no hierarchy 

other than the skills people bring to the team. Once the team has started the Sprint, it is up to the team 

members to decide how to organize, how to build, what tools to use, and how to make sure all the pieces are 

correct. The ownership of delivering the User Stories is taken up by the whole team, which includes testing it 

to know that it works properly. This self-organizing aspect of SCRUM is a key aspect that causes the team 

members to take ownership and increase their professionalism1. 

This self-organizing principle is a fundamental part of making SCRUM successful, and is borrowed from the 

Japanese methodology that emphasizes worker ownership. On Toyota’s assembly line, for example, there are 

many red buttons that any employee can push to stop the line when a problem is noticed. Experience has 

shown that teams take more responsibility and ownership for the delivery when tasked with the problem of 

delivery in this way. One of the key factors is that these highly skilled and trained professionals are being 

treated like adults, and not like children that must be monitored on a daily basis. Older methodologies, which 

emphasize managerial control, tend to reduce people’s professionalism2.  

Working with the team, but not directly part of the team, is the SCRUM Master, whose job it is to remove 

impediments to progress, which is an essential success factor for the whole process. He is not the manager of 

the team. At the beginning of each day, the SCRUM Master chairs a daily 15 minute standup meeting with the 

agenda to answer only three questions: 

                                                      

1 In larger projects there is a set of SCRUM Teams that are joined together in a hierarchical fashion, often called 
SCRUM of SCRUM. In those cases, the entire structure needs to work together to become self-organizing. 
2 http://www.scrumalliance.org/articles/148-manager--the-role-of-the-manager-in-scrum 
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1. What did you do yesterday? 

2. What will you do today? 

3. What obstacles did you encounter yesterday? 

These questions help focus the team for the coming day and provide the SCRUM Master with insight and 

knowledge of the obstacles that need to be removed. Often, the team members re-organize assignments to 

accommodate issues that are raised in the morning meeting.  Removing obstacles is a key success factor and is 

the SCRUM Master’s major responsibility (see below).  

 The Sprint Team must remain totally focused on building software, testing it, and delivering it. They do not 

attend meetings, remove obstacles for themselves, talk about possibly changing priorities, or anything else. 

Their sole focus is building and testing the software. The Product Owner owns the direction and the SCRUM 

Master owns clearing the path. The objective is a team that can just keep on building software with no 

interruptions. 

The team measures itself very carefully so that it knows how quickly it can build things and uses these 

measurements to increase the velocity of the Sprints. When the team accepts User Stories it breaks those into 

Story Points1- the key measurement of progress. The Story Points become a key measure of the velocity and 

is used in planning Sprints. Most measurements are intended to be internal to the team so the team can 

understand its own behavior and improve.  Some measurement examples are: days per story point, accuracy 

of estimates, defects found, and time lost to impediments. 

 A good Sprint Team measures, figures out where the obstacles are, finds ways to remove those obstacles, 

thereby increasing the rate at which it delivers User Stories. You will often hear the Sprint Teams talk about 

their velocity, which is something that should increase over time and is a measure of the number of Story 

Points that can be accomplished in a Sprint by a given team.  Sprint velocity should not be highly variable 

from Sprint to Sprint but slowly grow as the team gains experience. The reward of the process is that the 

engineers get more done and everyone is involved in a positive cycle of good feeling. 

SCRUM rewards will not occur if the implementation skips key parts of the SCRUM methodology. Taking 

short cuts is so frequent that there is a name for it, "SCRUM butt”. The Nokia Test does a good job of 

ferreting out problems in the internal implementation2. 

SCRUM will speed up development and produce solutions that are close to peoples’ expectations. But there is 

no free lunch, as it takes organizational change to reap the rewards of SCRUM. Unfortunately, not only are 

most SCRUM implementations faulty, but often the remainder of the organization does not make 

the changes necessary to remove obstacles. Making SCRUM work takes a whole company. 

What are the benefits of moving to SCRUM? 

Efficiency is the main byproduct of SCRUM. SCRUM can focus the entire organization on moving together 

in ways that reduce wasted time and energy. As each department begins to tune its process to be more agile 

and speedy, the entire organization wastes less time.   

                                                      

1 http://agilefaq.wordpress.com/2007/11/13/what-is-a-story-point/ 
2 http://jeffsutherland.com/nokiatest.pdf 
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Creating software with SCRUM is much faster than traditional methodologies. Once the process is up and 

running (which typically is a handful of Sprints) the velocity of creating Story Points goes up. Speed 

improvements of 30%-300% are common, and that is for fully tested working software! For large 

organizations this increase can take longer. 

Increased Revenue and profit – If software has any impact on the company’s revenue and profit then 

producing working software more quickly, with a more efficient organization, has to improve the top and 

bottom lines. Software companies that are efficient and produce product quickly will also move faster in the 

marketplace than those that do not. 

The SCRUM process transforms the team and creates ownership for the deliverables in way generally not 

achieved by other methodologies. The team manages itself and the entire team accepts responsibility for the 

delivery. The members of the team behave in a more professional manner than is traditionally achieved when 

a Project Leader takes the responsibility for the project while handing small pieces to the team members. The 

SCRUM process, when properly implemented, is transformative. 

• Engineering can deliver what the customer expects. Regular quick releases of working software 

allow the customer to mold the product incrementally as the understanding evolves.  

• Flexibility - In Waterfall methodology, releases occur once or twice a year and a change of direction 

creates enormous overhead, anxiety, and schedule pressure. With SCRUM every Sprint has new 

priorities. In this way, SCRUM can be driven by both long-term priorities that are maintained from 

Sprint to Sprint as well as short-term priorities to achieve short-term goals.  

• Constantly shippable product is something that SCRUM insists upon (a step many people skip!). 

At the end of the Sprint the software has been fully tested and demonstrated to be complete.  The 

software is handed off to other people to use and evaluate. Shipping product after every release 

motivates the team and also forces them to do a better job. SaaS environments and internally 

consumed software are the best places to provide incremental releases. Software that can be updated 

over the web is also good places to provide incremental releases.  

Some software changes cannot be shipped to customers every month. The software may need to be 

held off and assembled with other Sprint releases on a more periodic basis (e.g. quarterly) through a 

“hardening” Sprint. Those situations require a great deal of discipline on everyone's part to not ship 

software that does not work. Solid methodology to verify that what is shipped really works is 

essential. The presence of automated testing significantly improves the chances of actually releasing 

working software at the end of a Sprint.  The constant, though, is that the Sprint Team needs to hand 

off what is complete to people who will evaluate and use that software. 

SCRUM Master and removing obstacles 

The SCRUM Team will often need something from another department in order to move forward. 

Unfortunately, these departments are often not accountable for the schedule of the Sprint Team and are not 

responsive in a timely manner. The Sprint Team needs to be agile which requires other departments to be 

agile as well.  Getting other departments to move quickly is a key success factor. 

Some real examples of these dependencies/obstacles:  

http://www.westerlyconsulting.com/
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1. IT needs to configure new PC’s within 1 week of their arrival but IT takes 9 weeks.   

2. The Sprint Team’s air conditioning does not work and their machines overheat, requiring them to 

shutdown machines during the day. 

3. The team discovers that it needs to buy a new software Library but the various departments involved 

in procurement are not responsive.  Purchasing waits for a better discount, Business Development 

objects because it wants a bundled deal, Legal is too busy to review the contract,  and IT does not 

allow the team to install the Library and has no time to do so. These are sequential delays that 

accumulate. 

4. An important customer wants a small feature and the Sprint Team is re-directed by the CEO. 

5. Procurement has decided to change the off-shore engineering vendor and so the entire project must 

move to a new vendor. 

6. The SCRUM Master sees that the team is delayed by a slow database server. No other department 

(procurement, legal, IT, Operations) has the people budgeted to allocate to the project. 

7. Operations installed the last release incorrectly and the SCRUM Team is called upon to get the 

system running, delaying the Sprint. 

The SCRUM Master’s ability to remove obstacles to progress becomes a critical success factor.  The SCRUM 

Master uses a variety of techniques to achieve the goal:  sometimes coordination is enough, begging helps, 

political muscle works, asking for forgiveness works, cajoling, and sometimes nothing works.  To keep 

motivation high, these obstacles need to be removed. 

For software to be produced faster, many departments need to change their own processes to be more 

responsive. When these impediments are seen in the light of the continuous improvement process for the 

whole company, truly significant improvements in efficiency have been observed. In most organizations, the 

incentive to change needs to come from the top of the organization. 

Organizational activities to help make SCRUM work  

Agile SCRUM is an adaptation of the continuous improvement processes that have been so successful in 

manufacturing over the last 20 years1, where it had implications on the entire company.   For SCRUM to be 

successful many departments need to provide timely and flexible service to the SCRUM Team.  Having the 

entire organization adopt a continuous improvement agile service model can be overwhelming and so smaller 

steps are usually needed.  It is the task of Executive Management to support this transition. 

The major changes that are needed if the SCRUM benefits are to be realized are: 

• Continuous Improvement - The Sprint Team members dedicate themselves to building good 

software and incrementally becoming better and better at it.  

• Agile Service Model to the SCRUM Team - The departments the SCRUM Team depends on 

need to be accountable for providing the agile services needed in a timely manner. Delays in service 

to the SCRUM Team need to be visible.   

• Decision Making – SCRUM requires rapid and effective decision making by the Product Boards. 
The implications are that the Product Governance Process will be improved significantly: 

                                                      

1 See The Toyota Way by Jeffrey Liker 
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o Rapid Decision Making –Each Sprint has a new set of priorities. Decision-makers need to 
be willing to be responsive to the Product Owners in making timely decisions.  Since most 
companies have trouble making these decisions once or twice a year, making these decisions 
monthly is a radically new approach.     

o Decisions that stick - Will the decisions stick or be ignored or overturned?  The Product 

Boards need to be to have their decisions followed, which requires management support. 

o Appeal Process - An Appeal Process needs to be very well defined for conflict resolution. 

• Good Conflict Resolution – Moving quickly means people know how to resolve the inevitable 

conflict quickly and effectively1.  Conflict avoidance is a bad thing.  

• Good tools need to be provided - Money needs to be allocated to acquire the tools that make the 

process of building and software more efficient and automated. The impediments are often labor 

budgetary and require a commitment on the part of the company to have a truly first class 

environment. For example, testing should be automated so that regression tests can be run nightly, 

verifying the software continues to work. Tools require people to learn them, run them, and use 

them.  This is often an expense that is short changed. 

• Delivering new releases at the end of a Sprint – A key goal of the SCRUM process is to allow 

delivery the software at the end of every Sprint.  This is not always possible or practical due to the 

nature of the product (see above). But in many organizations it is because the other departments 

involved are not able to move fast enough to release the needed product. Some examples: 

o Management needs to be willing to push the delivery side of the company to absorb these 

releases on a regular basis.  

o Marketing needs know how to communicate the new releases to the marketplace and 

customer base.  

o Support needs to know how to ramp up quickly. 

o Sales needs to be able to price and sell new capabilities in a timely way. 

SCRUM and Product Governance 

If the change to SCRUM is to produce the desired results, the company needs to change its governance 
process to be flexible and timely.  SCRUM tests the decision making process in a company and often requires 
an overhaul of that process. Companies good at producing good products have a streamlined and effective 
decision-making process when it comes to product prioritization. The converse is also true that companies 
that have weak process of Product Governance generally produce weaker products. Some attributes of good 
decision making product environments: 

• Clear Strategy of what is being built 

• Clear priorities of what is important 

• Clear empowered leader of the Product 

• Product Board that is disciplined and accountable for good decision making 

• Enforcement of decisions 

• Strong culture of conflict resolution 

• Ability to make trade-offs 

• Effective appeal/escalation process when Product Board is stuck 

                                                      

1  http://www.westerlyconsulting.com/One-more-time-disagreeing.html 
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• Not too many (or too few) people on the Product Board 

Lack of good decision making is often easy to hide and often begets many negative behaviors (e.g. people 

ignore the decisions they do not like). These negative behaviors cannot be allowed to exist, or the move to 

SCRUM is a wasted effort.  An open culture with effective conflict resolution is an effective tool at 

overcoming these negatives. 

Both the SCRUM Master and the Product Owner need somewhere to go to get decisions made.  The Product 

Owner needs to be part of a Product Board that works within the Sprint time frames. The Product Board 

must approve the Product Owner’s priorities before the start of the Sprint, requiring the entire Product 

Board to have the same deadline.  They must also be responsive to the SCRUM Master’s requests for priority 

to the needs of the SCRUM Team. The people involved in the Board must be held accountable for enabling 

the rapid and constant decision making that is required. 

The Product Board is typically made up of people responsible for different aspects of defining, delivering, or 

using the solution: 

• Product Management 

• Product Owner 

• Marketing 

• Sales 

• Finance 

• IT 

• Operations  

• Engineering 

• SCRUM Master 

If the change to SCRUM is to produce the desired results, the company needs to change its governance 

process to be flexible and timely. Far too frequently, the executives and directors do not hold themselves 

accountable to the people working for them. If the executives are not willing to remove barriers to progress, 

SCRUM will not work very well. With SCRUM, management’s job is to remove barriers to progress.   

Think Toyota1, think constant improvement, think about the importance of getting the product delivered, 

and think of not blaming engineering, but supporting engineering in delivering the corporate products. 

Criticisms of SCRUM  

The key criticisms are: 

1. No Budgets and Plans 

This basic criticism is that SCRUM is iterative and therefore does not provide any insight about the 

total cost of a project and when it is going to finish.  Initial implementations of SCRUM did suffer 

from this shortcoming. Establishing a track record of the team’s velocity in executing SCRUM is a 
                                                      

1 See The Toyota Way by Jeffrey Liker 
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valuable aspect of estimating the total cost. There are also other techniques for improving the estimation 

process in SCRUM. The word “estimating” is used because software planning methodology is still not 

at the level where it can be planned with great precision, meaning there is an error probability. Since 

SCRUM delivers working product every Sprint, it is more a matter of deciding what constitutes 

sufficient functionality to meet the market demand than it is waiting for a release to be delivered1.  

2. Since it is iterative, architecture is ad hoc and not thought through 

This criticism is unwarranted. Architecture is the basic structure of a software product and Agile 

techniques recognize this need and have guidance for how to incorporate architects into the process2. 

3. SCRUM is only good for small projects 

This was a legitimate criticism initially as the SCRUM model worked best with less than 10 members 

to a Sprint Team.  Over the last few years there has been a great deal of work on scaling SCRUM to 

multiple teams and managing the interactions3. Scaling SCRUM does take a broader discipline and 

requires reasonably mature SCRUM teams. 

Summary 

SCRUM has caused software development to undergo a revolution that has significantly higher levels of 

quality with faster delivery times. Much like the manufacturing revolution of the 1980’s and 1990’s when 

Japanese techniques were installed in American manufacturing plants, the change will implemented well by 

some and not so well by others.  To take advantage of this revolution, the processes of the entire organization 

will be impacted. To be successful, management needs to understand that producing better product faster can 

only happen when a lean (in the manufacturing sense) organization is executing well in a process of 

continuous improvement. 
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1 Agile Estimating and Planning by Mike Cohn is a good text on how to provide these things under SCRUM.   
2 http://www.agilemodeling.com/essays/agileArchitecture.htm#TowardsAgileArchitecture 
3 http://www.scrumalliance.org/articles/46-advice-on-conducting-the-scrum-of-scrums-meeting 
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